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WHO ARE THE BILLIONAIRES
FINANCING ANTIFA AND
GOVERNMENT DISRUPTION?
President's Agenda Beset by
Opposition on Many Fronts
But Almost All Are Tied To
Silicon Valley Mafia...
27 Men Are Spending $16B To Sabotage The Trump White House At
Every Turn
George Soros, Tom Steyer, Eric Schmidt, John Doerr, Larry Page, Vinod
Khosla, Elon Musk, John Podesta, Ben Rhodes, and a little cadre of
crazed billionaires are out to destroy Trump no matter what.
WHY?
Because all of their proﬁteering schemes relied on kick-backs from
Barack Obama and they can't see themselves in a world without their
corruption payola!

Obama-linked activists have a
‘training manual’ for
protesting Trump
By Paul Sperry

How Obama is scheming to sabotage Trump's presidency

An Obama-tied activist group training tens of thousands of agitators to protest
President Trump’s policies plans to hit Republican lawmakers supporting those
policies even harder this week, when they return home for the congressional
recess and hold town hall meetings and other functions.
Organizing for Action, a group founded by Obama and featured prominently on
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his new post-presidency website, is distributing a training manual to antiTrump activists that advises them to bully GOP lawmakers into backing oﬀ
support for repealing ObamaCare, curbing immigration from high-risk Islamic
nations, and building a border wall.
In a new Facebook post, OFA calls on activists to mobilize against Republicans
from now until Feb. 26, when “representatives are going to be in their home
districts.”
The protesters disrupted town halls earlier this month, including one held in
Utah by House Oversight Chairman Jason Chaﬀetz, who was confronted by
hundreds of angry demonstrators claiming to be his constituents.
The manual, published with OFA partner “Indivisible,” advises protesters to go
into halls quietly so as not to raise alarms, and “grab seats at the front of the
room but do not all sit together.” Rather, spread out in pairs to make it seem
like the whole room opposes the Republican host’s positions. “This will help
reinforce the impression of broad consensus.” It also urges them to ask
“hostile” questions — while keeping “a ﬁrm hold on the mic” — and loudly boo
the the GOP politician if he isn’t “giving you real answers.”
“Express your concern [to the event’s hosts] they are giving a platform to proTrump authoritarianism, racism, and corruption,” it says.
The goal is to make Republicans, even from safe districts, second-guess their
support for the Trump agenda, and to prime “the ground for the 2018
midterms when Democrats retake power.”
The goal is to make Republicans, even from safe districts, secondguess their support for the Trump agenda
“Even the safest [Republican] will be deeply alarmed by signs of organized
opposition,” the document states, “because these actions create the impression
that they’re not connected to their district and not listening to their
constituents.”
After the event, protesters are advised to feed video footage to local and
national media.
“Unfavorable exchanges caught on video can be devastating” for Republican
lawmakers, it says, when “shared through social media and picked up by local
and national media.” After protesters gave MSNBC, CNN and the networks
footage of their dust-up with Chaﬀetz, for example, the outlets ran them
continuously, forcing Chaﬀetz to issue statements defending himself.
The manual also advises protesters to ﬂood “Trump-friendly” lawmakers’ Hill
oﬀices with angry phone calls and emails demanding the resignation of top
White House adviser Steve Bannon.
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A script advises callers to complain: “I’m honestly scared that a known racist
and anti-Semite will be working just feet from the Oval Oﬀice … It is
everyone’s business if a man who promoted white supremacy is serving as an
adviser to the president.”
The document provides no evidence to support such accusations.
Protesters, who may or may not be aﬀiliated with OFA, are also storming
district oﬀices. Last week, GOP Rep. Dana Rohrabacher blamed a “mob” of
anti-Trump activists for knocking unconscious a 71-year-old female staﬀer at
his Southern California oﬀice. A video of the incident, showing a small crowd
around an opening door, was less conclusive.
Separately, OFA, which is run by ex-Obama oﬀicials and staﬀers, plans to stage
400 rallies across 42 states this year to attack Trump and Republicans over
ObamaCare’s repeal.
“This is a ﬁght we can win,” OFA recently told its foot soldiers. “They’re
starting to waver.”
On Thursday, Trump insisted he’s moving ahead with plans to repeal and
replace the Aﬀordable Care Act, which has ballooned health-insurance
premiums and deductibles. “Obamacare is a disaster, folks,” he said, adding
that activists protesting its repeal are hijacking GOP town halls and other
events.
“They ﬁll up our rallies with people that you wonder how they get there,” the
president said. “But they’re not the Republican people that our representatives
are representing.”
As The Post reported, OFA boasts more than 250 oﬀices nationwide and more
than 32,000 organizers, with another 25,000 actively under training. Since
November, it’s beefed up staﬀ and fundraising, though as a “social welfare”
non-proﬁt, it does not have to reveal its donors.
These aren’t typical Black Lives Matter or Occupy Wall Street marchers, but
rather professionally trained organizers who go through a six-week training
program similar to the training — steeped in Alinsky agitation tactics — Obama
received in Chicago when he was a community organizer.
Chicago socialist Saul Alinsky, known by the left as “the father of community
organizing,” taught radicals to “rub raw the sores of discontent” and create the
conditions for a “revolution.” He dedicated his book, “Rules for Radicals,” to
“Lucifer.” Michelle Obama quoted from the book when she helped launch OFA
in 2013.
Obama appears to be behind the anti-Trump protests. He praised recent
demonstrations against Trump’s travel ban. And last year, after Trump’s upset
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victory, he personally rallied OFA troops to “protect” his legacy in a conference
call. “Now is the time for some organizing,” he said. “So don’t mope” over the
election results.
He promised OFA activists he would soon join them in the fray.
“Understand that I’m going to be constrained in what I do with all of you until I
am again a private citizen, but that’s not so far oﬀ,” he said. “You’re going to
see me early next year, and we’re going to be in a position where we can start
cooking up all kinds of great stuﬀ.”
Added the ex-president: “I promise you that next year Michelle and I are going
to be right there with you, and the clouds are going to start parting, and we’re
going to be busy. I’ve got all kinds of thoughts and ideas about it, but this isn’t
the best time to share them.
“Point is, I’m still ﬁred up and ready to go, and I hope that all of you are, as
well.”
Filed under barack obama , donald trump , organizing for action , protests

DEMAND an FTC ANTI-TRUST INVESTIGATION OF GOOGLE! Tell Trump To
Make Utah Attorney General Sean Reyes Head of the FTC

Google’s future depends on
Trump’s FTC pick
By Josh Kosman
alphabet inc.

Google's Paris oﬀice raided in French tax probe
Google chief's pay tops $100M in ﬁrst year

Alphabet believes it has a lot riding on who President Trump picks to lead the
Federal Trade Commission, several sources close to the situation told The Post.
The federal regulator has the power to investigate antitrust issues and could
be a thorn in the side of the tech giant.
For example, Utah Attorney General Sean Reyes — on Trump’s short list of
possible FTC leaders — likely would open a probe into whether Alphabet
improperly pressured mobile phone makers to install Google apps on their
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phones, sources said.
The FTC, when conducting an investigation into Google that closed in January
2013, never looked deeply into that issue, two sources with direct knowledge
of the investigation said.
A year ago, Reyes, citing new information and developments that became
available since the FTC closed its probe, wrote a letter to the FTC encouraging
it to open a new Alphabet probe.
Meanwhile, interim FTC Chair Maureen Ohlhaussen — the other possible
Trump pick to lead the agency — was an FTC commissioner when the regulator
voted to close the Google investigation, public records show.
“It is pretty hard for her to be seen as anti-Google at this point,” said a source
who happens to support Reyes.
Reyes does have his supporters.
They include AT&T, Comcast, Oracle and Yelp, sources familiar with the
situation said.
Not surprisingly, Alphabet would like to see Ohlhausen get the FTC job,
according to a source close to the search giant.
It would also be happy if longer-shot candidate Josh Wright was named,
sources said.
Ohlhausen in recent weeks has shown she wants the position. On Thursday,
she named Tad Lipsky — a member of President Trump’s FTC transition team
— to be the acting director of the FTC’s Bureau of Competition.
The move would please the administration, a source said.
Reyes is very interested in the job , a spokesperson oﬀered on Friday.
He has already been vetted for the position, a person familiar with the matter
said.
If the FTC investigated Alphabet over Android the worst likely outcome for
Alphabet would be the FTC requiring it to change its conduct, a source close to
the FTC said.
The European Commission is presently investigating Alphabet over Android,
and if it ﬁnds Alphabet guilty will impose ﬁnes, the source said.
Close White House adviser and venture capitalist Peter Thiel, in his 2014 book,
“Zero to One,” calls Google a monopoly.
Thiel was interviewing candidates for anti-trust positions.
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Alphabet declined comment.
Filed under alphabet inc. , donald trump , ftc , google

GOOGLE ABUSES HUMANS, SOCIETY AND ROBOTS

GOOGLE IS WORSE THAN SKYNET, NAZI’S OR
ANAL SORES WILL EVER BE
GOOGLE:
- Spies on you with its drones, ﬁber, wiﬁ, phones, Android and all devices from
Google
- Sells your private data to politicians and data rapists
- Manipulates your news and steers your search results
- Reads your email before you do
- Keeps a lifetime long psychological analysis on you to use to manipulate you
- Manipulates stock market hype for Google & TSLA stocks while slamming
competing companies
- Is the largest monopoly anti-trust violator on Earth
- Bribes Senators, Presidents & politicians
- Gets your tax money via crony payola contracts
- Only shows you what Eric Schmidt wants you to see
- Censors YouTube, and all News
- Thinks it is above the law
- Rigs elections by manipulating database results
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-

Operates character assassination programs
Is run by tone-deaf elitist racist male yuppies
Hires more hookers than any other company in California
Runs immigration scams and cheap H1-B swindles
Won't hire women, blacks or anyone over 30
Is a White Boy Sick Perverted Frat House operation
Lies to advertisers about "impressions" and ad metrics

and MOSTLY needs to be BOYCOTTED, SHUT DOWN, SUED and FOUND TO
BE IN FELONY VIOLATION OF SEC, FTC and RICO LAWS!
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